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Climate Change

Climate Breakdown

Climate Emergency

the scientific evidence
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA

Limiting the increase in average global temperature between 1850 and 2100 to 1.5o C

IPCC SR15 Report
October 2018
https://bit.ly/2AsMPky

Need to cut CO2 emissions globally by 50% by 2030
and eliminate them completely by 2050

Countries Aiming to Achieve Carbon Neutrality: Target Dates for Net Zero Carbon Emissions
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Logistics Contribution to Climate Change
Logistics = 10-11% of global CO2 emissions
freight transport - 8%

warehousing and terminals- 1-2%

administration / IT ?

very hard sector to decarbonise
Heavy dependence on fossil fuel
High forecast growth rate

Source: McKinnon (2019) ‘Decarbonizing Logistics’

Projected growth in freight movement worldwide between 2015 and 2050
standard measure
of freight movement

May 2019

https://bit.ly/2xhndFa

tonne-kilometre

1 kilometre

Projected growth of CO2 emissions from freight transport by 2050
Million tonnes of CO2
Data source: ITF Transport Outlook 2019

+118%

+21%

average
carbon intensity

24 gCO2 / tonne-km

9 gCO2 / tonne-km

but largely offset by 3.3 times growth in tonne-kms

Ideal Scenario for Achieving Zero Carbon Logistics

• Decarbonise electricity generation

• Electrify all logistical activities
• Ensure there is enough zero carbon electricity to meet demand
International variation in carbon intensity of electricity generation
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Decarbonising Electricity Generation
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(not Germany)

carbon capture
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carbon capture
and use

BP Energy Outlook
2019 edition
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low carbon power (LCP) scenario

Railways – the most electrified freight transport mode
half of freight moved on the rail network is in electrically-hauled trains (IEA 2019)
% of rail track electrified

Source: IEA (2019) Future of Rail

use of batteries and hydrogen fuel
cells in freight locomotives to
increase % of rail freight
electrically-hauled
Source: Burlington Northern Sante Fe 2019

Road Freight Transport
local delivery operations
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• increasing delivery range
• narrowing price differential
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Source: Bloomberg New
Energy Finance (2017)

• expanding recharging network

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

long distance trucking
disagreement on weight, size recharging time for batteries

Sripad & Visvanathan, McKinsey etc
10-12 tonnes for US Class 8 truck
400 kW per hour charging time
battery power

Bossel, Cebon etc
energy losses so high never likely
to be viable option

Tesla, ETC* etc
4-6 tonnes for US Class 8 truck
1600 kW per hour (Tesla)
IDDRI, ETC etc

despite high energy losses, still
viable decarbonisation option
* Energy Transition Commission

hydrogen fuel-cell truck

Hydrogen as the
energy carrier of low
carbon electricity

3rd option: electrify the road network

Highway electrification: the e-Highway

60% of heavy truck CO2 emissions in
Germany occur on only 2% of road network

89% of truck trips after leaving highway
have a length of 50km or less.
Source: Siemens

BDI / Boston Consulting Group / Prognos study:
Recommends that 4000-8000 km of German autobahn network be electrified (out of 13000 km)

Capital cost of highway electrification: around €1.5 – 2.0 million per km

Shipping
Electrification trials with widening range of ship types
mainly smaller vessels, passenger ferries and
service vessels with limited distance range
hybridisation of larger vessels e.g. cruise liners
marine battery performance greatly improving
Corvus Blue Whale battery
30% lighter and 50% smaller
per unit of energy storage

Major constraints:
• need very large and heavy batteries
• limited distance range

• slow replacement rate for ships
world’s 1st battery-powered cargo ship in China (2017)
2000 tonne payload over 80 km on single charge

‘cold ironing’ – powering
ships in port with shoreside electricity

Air Cargo: 52% of air freight moves in passenger aircraft
scalability of aircraft battery technology to large jets?

Small battery planes in production

kerosene has 176 times the energy density of a Li battery
1-2% per annum increase in battery energy density
very heavy battery and no weight loss on take-off

long replacement cycle for aircraft

minimal electrification of air cargo operations over next 20 years

niche logistical applications
airships

drone – long haul

drone – last mile

limited range and carrying capacity

Warehousing and Freight Terminals
directly connected to electricity grid – benefit from its decarbonisation
supplemented with micro-generation of zero-carbon renewable electricity

Zero carbon warehousing and terminals by 2040?

Logistics will have to compete with other sectors for zero carbon electricity
‘New policies scenario’

Total electricity demand will increase 60% by 2040
Much of increase in developing countries: - population growth of 1.55 billion by 2040
- doubling of average income by 2040
electric cars increase
from 3 million today to
300 million by 2040

switch from fossil fuel heating to electric
heating in homes increases domestic
electricity demand by 45% by 2040

critical dependence of zero-carbon logistics scenario on expansion and transformation of electricity generation

Can ease this dependence by also decarbonising logistics in other ways:
• switch to biofuels
• improve energy efficiency of logistics
• shift freight to lower carbon modes
• improve vehicle loading
• restrain growth in demand for freight transport

Contribution of Biofuels to Logistics Decarbonisation?

biomethane √
• limited supply of sustainable biofuels
• need refuelling infrastructure for gas
Life-cycle GHG emissions
relative to diesel fuel

• methane leakage problem
• land requirements
landmass
required to
replace all
ship bunker
fuel with
biodiesel

Source: European Federation for Transport and Environment (T&E)

source: McKay 2012

Improve Energy Efficiency in the Freight Transport Sector
vehicle technology: new build + retrofits

vehicle operation: IT , training, monitoring

eco-driver training

fuel economy standards: applied to trucks and ships
Fuel Economy Standards for Heavy Duty Vehicles

telematic monitoring

platooning
business practice: e.g. deceleration
trucking

automation

slow steaming
10% reduction in vessel speed
reduces fuel consumption by 23%

Source: ICCT (2015)

EEDI ship efficiency ratings (IMO)

Wider case for transport deceleration ?

global supply chains have
adjusted to longer transit times

Optimise the Loading of Vehicles
over-loading

% of truck-kms run empty

EU (2016)
22% (Eurostat)
US (2016)
21% (ATRI)
Latin America 30-50% (IADB)

efforts to minimise inventory often
result in trucks being under-utilised

need to reassess the case for just-in-time
delivery in a low carbon economy
kg CO2 / tonne of product

Supply chain collaboration

43.8

e.g. Nestle and Pepsico in Benelux
source: Jacobs et al (2014)

Online freight exchanges

High capacity transport

Big potential in emerging markets

Raising truck size and weight limits

Upgrading of web platforms and software tools

Effective decarbonisation measure

kg CO2 / tonne of product

20.3

Shift Freight to Lower Carbon Transport Modes
average carbon intensity of freight transport modes - gCO2 per tonne-km
Source: DEFRA, 2017

*
modal shift

* capacity > 8000 TEU

Modes are decarbonising at different rates – need regular recalibration of carbon intensity comparison

Wide International Variations in Division of Freight Traffic between Road and Rail

potential CO2 savings from
modal shift vary geographically

Source: Kaack et al (2018)

Prospects of a Major Freight Modal Shift in Europe?

2030 modal shares if EU 2011
White Paper target is achieved*
road
rail
IWW
2030

*based on analysis by Tavasszy and van Meijeren (2011)

Restrain or reverse the business processes that cause freight traffic growth
•

reverse globalization - relocalize the sourcing of products

•

decentralize production and warehousing

•

long established business trends

•
•

will be difficult and costly to reverse
minimising distance products travel does not
necessarily minimise life cycle emissions

Phasing out fossil fuels reduces amount of coal, oil and gas to be moved

Fossil fuels = 41% of maritime trade (UNCTAD, 2017)
Substitution of alternative energy sources
Constructing renewable energy infrastructure of wind turbines, solar farms and hydroelectric dams is material- and transport-intensive

Reduce the amount of stuff to be moved - Improve ‘material efficiency’
Circular economy:
Increase recycling and remanufacturing

Design products with less material:
miniaturisation, lightweighting

Digitisation of physical products:
convert freight consignments into electrons
3D Printing:
less material used and wasted, simplified supply chains

Future drivers of freight transport demand?
climate change mitigation
carbon capture and storage

negative emissions / direct air capture
bio-energy carbon capture and storage

carbon ‘scrubbers’

BECCS

climate change adaptation
air conditioning

climate-proofing infrastructure and built environment

resettlement of populations

10 Conclusions
1. Logistics will be a very difficult sector to decarbonisation completely
2. Electrification with zero carbon electricity will be a major decarbonisation pathway
3. Electrification option available mainly to road and rail: little prospect of ships and aircraft being electrified by 2050
4. Electrification of surface modes will require large capital investment in overhead cabling and big improvement in battery performance
5. Need other supporting decarbonisation initiatives to reduce dependence on the future supply of low carbon electricity

6. Combination of energy efficiency gains, better vehicle loading and modal shift can substantially reduce the energy demands of logistics
7. Deep reductions in the carbon intensity of freight transport may be largely offset by sharp increases in transport demand.

8. Much of this demand may be generated by need to adapt to climate change and capture greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere.
9. Given its critical role in maintaining human welfare and climatic adaptation, logistics may have to be exempted from zero-carbon targets

10. Nevertheless, we must still aim to minimise logistics-related emissions as the well-being of future generations depends on it.
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